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Trade Minister Ruhsar Pekcan said Turkey had dou-
bled tariffs on 22 products imported from the United
States, saying the tariffs were together worth an addi-
tional $533 million. Erdogan’s spokesman Kalin added:
“Turkey is not in favor of an economic war with anyone
but when attacked... will take all necessary steps.”

Erdogan on Tuesday said Turkey would boycott US
electronic goods like iPhones. Moves by the central
bank to ensure Turkish banks have liquidity and a
planned conference call by Turkish Finance Minister
Berat Albayrak, who is Erdogan’s son-in-law, today
have gone some way to reassuring investors. Some
3,000 investors registered to join Albayrak’s planned
teleconference, the private NTV broadcaster reported.

The lira was trading yesterday at 6.0 to the dollar, a
gain in value on the day of 5.2 percent. It was boosted
after the Turkish banking regulator cut the amount of
funds banks can use for currency swap trading, limiting
the possibilities for speculating against the lira. But

analysts say such measures are artificial stopgaps and
do not deal with the core issues hurting Turkey’s econ-
omy - especially inflation approaching some 16 percent
- which are crying out for a sharp interest rate hike.

As a court in the western Turkish city of Izmir
rejected a new appeal to free Brunson yesterday, Kalin
said the US needs to be respectful of the judicial pro-
cedures in Turkey. Erdogan has warned Turkey could
seek alternative partners, pointing to Ankara’s strong
ties with Russia, Iran and China. “The US is our major
trade partner but it’s not the only one,” Pekcan, the
trade minister, was quoted as saying by the official
Anadolu news agency. “We have other partnerships
and alternative markets.”

Turkish officials have been keen to emphasize that
Ankara wants to retain strong ties with Europe, which has
also expressed deep unease with Trump’s trade policies.
Erdogan spoke on the phone with German Chancellor
Angela Merkel yesterday, the Turkish presidency said
while he is due to speak with French President Emmanuel
Macron today. Relieving tensions in a case that annoyed
Brussels, a Turkish court Tuesday released two Greek
soldiers detained since March on espionage charges for
illegally crossing the border. An Istanbul court also
ordered the release of Amnesty International’s Turkey
chair Taner Kilic who has spent more than a year in jail
over alleged links to a failed coup in 2016. — Agencies  

Qatar to invest $15bn
in Turkey as Sheikh...
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and resultant flooding”. Vijayan held emergency
meetings with rescue officials in the state late yesterday
and discussed the situation with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. 

The chief minister has requested the deployment of
additional personnel from the Indian army, navy and
other emergency forces who are already working across
the state, which is home to around 33 million people.
“Our state is in the midst of an unprecedented flood
havoc,” Vijayan said earlier this week. “The calamity has
caused immeasurable misery and devastation.” 

Authorities have opened the gates of 34 reservoirs as
water reached dangerous levels. Vijayan’s office yester-
day said that the authorities were also worried about
rising water levels in the massive Mullaperiyar dam, and
urged officials in the neighboring state of Tamil Nadu to
release water from the reservoir. Hundreds of villages
have been flooded, more than 10,000 km of roads and
thousands of homes have been destroyed or damaged
across the state, officials said.

“We have asked all airlines, domestic and foreign, to
reschedule their Cochin flights either from Trivandrum
or from Calicut,” Suresh Prabhu, India’s civil aviation
minister said on Twitter. “For international flights, this
will require special dispensation which has been granted
considering the emergency DGCA (Directorate General
of Civil Aviation) is coordinating,” he added. The US
embassy last week advised Americans to avoid Kerala,
which drew more than one million foreign tourists last
year, according to official data. — AFP 

Kerala flood 
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Christine to seek the honor and opportunity to serve
the people of Vermont as its next governor,” it says.

Hallquist beat out James Ehlers, a Navy veteran and
environmentalist, and Brenda Siegel, the executive
director of a dance festival, to win the Democratic nomi-
nation. Also among the primary candidates was 14-year
old schoolboy Ethan Sonneborn, who took advantage of
a quirk in the constitution of the bucolic northeastern
state that imposes no age minimum on running for gov-
ernor. Despite praise for Sonneborn’s “maturity” and
political awareness, his campaign attracted calls for
Vermont lawmakers to close the loophole.

In Minnesota, Ilhan Omar - a Somali-American state

legislator who is Muslim and wears a headscarf -
declared victory in her primary race - a result also
reported by US media. “Ilhan Omar has been declared
the winner of the primary election in the race for
Congress to represent Minnesota’s Fifth District,” a
statement on her website said. “As the first refugee
elected to Congress (and the second Muslim woman
after Rashida Tlaib of Michigan), Ilhan will bring a
unique perspective and new energy to our nation’s
capital,” it said.

Tlaib, a 42-year-old former social worker, won a
Democratic primary last week in a safe seat in Detroit.
With no Republican or third-party candidates, she is
positioned to enter the House of Representatives with
the November midterm elections. “Tonight we are cele-
brating because we engaged and empowered our com-
munity and we won!” Omar said in the statement.
“Together, each and every one of us are the inspiration
we need to keep fighting for a democracy that gets us
closer to the American promise of prosperity for all and
the hope for a better tomorrow,” she said. — AFP 

Somali-American, 
trans woman win 
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But Ahjam seeks just the opposite: he wants to remain
in the country that welcomed him. “It is highly symbolic
that someone who is a refugee finds an alternative way
to live, a productive thing to do. Everyone deserves an
opportunity,” said Montevideo mayor Daniel Martinez,
who was at the opening of the food stand.

Ahjam’s store, which also serves coffee and juices, is
located in the Montevideo Farmers Market, which used
to be a wholesale venue but underwent a makeover to
feature food stands, cultural exhibits and shops. His
project was developed with help from a city agency
called Cedel. “In Syria he was a jeweler. These are dif-
ferent markets and times now, and in wanting to live in
Uruguay and develop himself here, he thinks the cuisine
of his country could be a way to make a living,” said
Veronica de Gregorio, who runs one of the depart-
ments at Cedel. “He is not in the program because he is
a former prisoner at Guantanamo but rather because he
has entrepreneurial spirit,” she added. — AFP 

Sweet taste of 
success: Syrian’s...

A long exposure photograph shows lightning during a storm over the Taravo valley and the Petreto-Bicchisano village yesterday on the French Mediterranean island of Corsica. —  AFP 

WASHINGTON: Branded “enemy of the people” by
Donald Trump, the US news media is responding with a
campaign aimed at countering the president’s narrative
and highlighting the importance of a free press. More
than 200 news organizations are to participate in a
coordinated campaign Thursday with editorials about
the importance of an independent media and a social
media hashtag #EnemyOfNone.

Cannot sit back 
The move comes in response to a call by the Boston

Globe amid a growing sense of unease that Trump’s
rhetoric is harmful to a free press and may even incite
violence against journalists. The Boston daily said it
called on editorial boards nationwide to write and pub-
lish editorials denouncing a “dirty war against the free
press”. The coordinated effort comes amid Trump’s
ongoing claims of “fake news” from media outlets that
publish unfavorable articles and calling mainstream
media outlets the “enemy”. Free press advocates argue
that Trump’s efforts threaten the role of the press as a
check against abuse of power in government and
imperils the constitutional First Amendment protection

for journalists.
“I don’t think the press can just sit back and take it,

they need to make their case when the most powerful
man in the world tries to undercut the First
Amendment,” said Ken Paulson, a former editor-in-chief
of USA Today who heads the Newseum’s First
Amendment Center and is dean of communications at
Middle Tennessee State University. But Paulson ques-
tioned whether editorials would be effective. “The peo-
ple who read editorials don’t need to be convinced,” he
said. “They are not the ones trying to shout you down
at presidential rallies.”

In the face of a White House onslaught, Paulson said
the media needs a broader “marketing” campaign to high-
light the importance of a free press as a core value. The
campaign also faces the potential for galvanizing support-
ers of the president around the notion that the media is
out to get him. “The media are organizing an ever more
deliberate and public attack on @realDonaldTrump and
on the ‘deplorable’ half of the country who support him.
And the media wonders why we think they are ‘fake
news?’” tweeted Mike Huckabee, a former Republican
governor who is a Fox News commentator.

Columnist James Freeman of the Wall Street Journal,
owned by Trump ally Rupert Murdoch, said the cam-
paign “probably isn’t the best way to expand reader-
ship among the rightward half of the electorate”.
Freeman added: “If the Globe’s effort is actually not
intended to broaden its audience but instead to ener-
gize those who already oppose the president, this again
may be a strategy more suited to politics than to jour-
nalism.” Even some Trump critics have reservations
about the campaign. Politico media writer Jack Shafer
said the coordinated effort “is sure to backfire”. “It will
provide Trump with the circumstantial evidence of the
existence of a national press cabal that has been con-
vened solely to opposes him,” he said.

Striking a nerve 
But media rights advocates say the stakes are too

high to allow the president’s claims to go unchecked.
Some say Trump’s comments have incited threats
against journalists covering his events, and may have
created a climate of hostility that opened the door to
violent attacks like the June fatal attack on the Capital
Gazette in Annapolis, Maryland. An Ipsos poll released

this month found 43 percent of Republicans agreed that
the president should have the authority to close news
outlets engaged in “bad behavior”. “I don’t know of any
other industry that would not fight back,” said Lucy
Dalglish, dean of journalism at the University of
Maryland. “The framers of our country recognized that
information freely gathered and freely disseminated is
of paramount importance,” and thus enshrined in the
constitution, she said.

Dan Kennedy, a journal ism professor at
Northeastern University, said the message is impor-
tant even if it sparks a backlash. “It’s worthwhile for
newspapers to reaffirm their values and the impor-
tance of the First Amendment in a coherent, coordi-
nated way,” he said. Joining the effort Tuesday, New
York Times editorial page editor James Bennet said,
“At a time when newspapers around the country are
under real commercial and political pressure, we
think it’s important to show solidarity.” “I think the
Globe struck a nerve,” said Dalglish. “The journalists
who work at these organizations know they are not
enemies of the people, they are working on behalf of
the people every day.” —  AFP 

Media counters Trump with 
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